Ask Catherine
March 9,
2020

Introduction:
We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted
at Subscriber Input.
Thanks for your questions!
Organized by Categories:
Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources
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Crosscutting Issues:
Last week’s discussion: what would a perfect system look like.

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:
Hi Catherine,
Next week I will be part of an annual online meeting with my
credit union. What question can I ask them to vet whether I can
trust that they are not a part of the potential bank bail ins and
have the best interest of the local community at heart?
Concerned about
- payment systems asking for right to go into your bank account
without court order
- regulators rights to do “bail ins”, - how would deposit
insurance protect
- weaponization of credit or other scores relative to bank
accounts
Comment:
Hello Catherine ,
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I was introduced to the Solari report by Dr Tom Cowan and his
community, so I am totally in resonance with your mindset
regarding a very large spectrum of ideologies.
I am an Acoustic Sculptor and create large outdoor Sound
Sculptures that sing beautiful harmonic tones in the wind, and am
comitted to bringing more harmony into our world,
www.Harmonywindharps.com.
I have been following the Resonance Science Foundation ( Nassim
Harrimen) who has a very "tuned in" and creative guy on their
board who is a polymath. His name is Robert Edward Grant
Robert is a very successful entrepreneur across several disciplines,
and has used his mathematical genius to create a new form of
encryption technology that is based on some very cool and simple
sacred geometry principles and he claims it cannot be cracked ,
ever. I intuitively get it but am very interested in a second opinion.
The thing about crypto is that it is only as safe as the the
encryption technology that supports it and with the advent of
quantum computing the current cryptos out there could be at risk.
This gets better!!
Robert has launched a new crypto currency Token called
"Crown Sterling" and he is planning to take this offering public in
several months . Each token will allow the holder to access 1000
totally secure digital transactions , that according to Robert are
uncrackable.
These tokens are now being sold for $40.00 each through
www.Crownsterling.io and there will only ever be 10million
tokens available or sold -ever!
My request is that you take a look at his web site
www.Crownsterling.io and also this recent video-update which I
will forward in another email.
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My feeling is that the value of secure uncrackable transactions has
a lot of value, moving forward in the next 10 years, not so much
for me but for big corporations and these crypto-tokens will
explode once they are listed on the stock exchange, once people
figure out what they can be used for.
Robert has had several large corporations approach him with the
intent of buying the whole farm, he has declined .
I hope this is of interest to you, and look forward to your
response,
Warm Regards,
Acoustic Sculptor
Soundscapes International Inc.
www.HarmonyWindHarps.com
www.Crystaniumgongs.com
Comment:
Hello Catherine
Here is the Video by Robert Edward Grant that explains the
encryption technology that he has created and is offering through
a new Crypto Token called " Crown Sterling" tokens
The video is long , about 1.5 hrs but is worth the watch, for many
reasons .
All the best
Soundscapes International Inc
www.Harmonywindharps.com
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https://www.robertedwardgrant.com/so/77NVgyoyh?
languageTag=en&cid=c6c01e5e-3a97-4c79-88c0-5dad2a63ac06#/
main
Question:
Hi Catherine-Last week you said something about how involvement in
cryptocurrency is "building your own prison." While I can see how
this applies to central bank digital currencies and other centrally
controlled digital currencies, aren't permissionless and trustless
blockchain cryptocurrencies, especially Bitcoin, a way to keep
assets out of Mr. Global's matrix? See, for example, this article.
In appreciation,
Seeing what’s happening in Venezuala, Bitcoin seems like a good
thing to have, no?
Question:
Hi Catherine
I typically think of myself as financially capable, but this article is
largely sailing over my head. It seems the short conclusion is too
much cash chasing too little assets is going to cause a bubble, but I
thought you might provide some clarity.
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/historic-repo-marketinsanity-10y-treasury-trades-4-ahead-monster-short-squeeze
Excerpts
At the same time, the latest repo data merely confirms that all the price action is entirely on the
short side and explains much of today's action. In fact, never before has there been such a
massive pile up of shorts in the 10Y.
This is important because it means that the imbalance in the bond market is no longer just a
fundamental bet by traders expecting inflation: there is also something profoundly wrong with
the actual market structure itself so much so that if left unchecked it could lead to catastrophic
consequences for the world's (once upon a time) most liquidity market.
Meanwhile, none other than the Fed vice chair Lael Brainard, who was until very recently
expected to become the next Treasury secretary and is widely considered to be Powell's
replacement as Fed Chair, said on Tuesday that the Fed is now "paying attention":
I am paying close attention to market developments — some of those moves last week and the
speed of those moves caught my eye. I would be concerned if I saw disorderly conditions or
persistent tightening in financial conditions that could slow progress toward our goal.

Question:
Why would medical malpractice company want to switch from a
mutual to stock?
In US - Corporatization - Centralize into hospitals, remove rights
of patients and doctors to have protection, combined with
enormous amounts of profits
NOTE - indemnification of big pharma etc on Covid-19 injections

Question:
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Hello Catherine,
I am a new subscriber and wanted to thank you for the eye
opening insights. Everything makes sense.
I wanted to ask for your advise to non-investors like myself, who
run successful and rapidly growing businesses (a specialty wine
import US company in my case). Do we keep doing what we are
doing, and reinvesting into our business to keep fueling our
growth? Try to take advantage of more affordable assets perhaps,
and strike favorable partnerships? Or try to diversify and invest in
other sectors?
Also, why do I feel that the opening of Texas and Mississippi is
staged to backfire and prove a point?
Thank you in advance!
Question:
Hello Catherine,
My family and I can’t thank you and your team enough for all you
do! I have been sharing the info with my husband and family and
personally learning so much about how we can use money with
integrity. This has weighed heavy on us for a long time, and it feels
amazing to be free and know we have choices. There are so many
things I would love to say, but I’ll stop here because I will go on
and on and forget the original question I have for you. Haha!
My question is whether you do person
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al/private advisement on people’s finances? We are in great
transition with work and our way of thinking, and we don’t quite
know how to think outside of the box in regards to our finances
and being more free from the system.
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing back!
Sincerely,
Question:
Dear Catherine
You have discussed the topic of gold and of buying gold in many
forms such as bullion, coins, and numismatics. You have also
written some excellent research on ETFs (GLD and SLV), but
have you covered royalty companies at all? I am not asking you for
investment advice or for recommendations of particular
companies but rather for general information or caveats of which
one shoud be aware on this front. If you have indeed already
discussed the topic of gold royalty companies could you please
give me the appropriate link since when I type the term in the
Search bar nothing turns up?
Thanks in advance.
By the way, I just wanted to say how much I enjoy John Titus
joining you in Money & Markets.
Covid-19
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Question:
CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback
Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I wanted to let you know, I just received my third copy of “ The
Injection Fraud”.
The package said it was shipped from Germany. The senders
signature is dated 12/29/2020.
I live in Indiana and my other two copies were shipped from
Tennessee.
Thanks for sending extra copies!
Also, thanks for your hard work!
CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset
Question:
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With states opening up now does that mean we are closer to the
direct reset of switching to digital currency?
Question:
My 13 year old grandson thinks within the next 5 years we will
have war to take over ours socialist government and reinstate the
constitution. This was a spontaneous comment. I have been
talking about this for ten years. I see it coming. I would love to
have your thoughts.
Question:
I am a newcomer to your site. I read Dillon Reed. I thought of
Jesus saying the poor will always be with us. Besides inherited
disabilities I believe it is because of greed leading to corruption in
any form of governance. One of our fallen sins. I would love to
have your take on that.
Comment:
Catherine, this isn't a question, and I know everybody is always
asking you to watch videos, so I'm no exception.
But I thought this recent 40 minute + video by Glenn Beck was
especially frightening, as he documents the way American banks
are now poised to introduce a social credit system that basically
shuts you out of the financial system unless you are obedient to
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the new order that is coming into being. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYvB_iidWNc&feature=emb_title
All best,
Question:
Hello Catherine,
I wish to thank you very much for producing the Family Financial
Form. This will help in my battle to protect my elderly parents
from other relatives with "tiny dog" syndrome (so afraid of the
world around them that they run around shaking and pissing
themselves all the time) who are pressuring my parents to get the
vaccine so these relatives (not my elderly parents) can feel 'safe'
when they visit them. To say I am disgusted and angry at the
extreme selfishness of these people is a vast understatement.
Anyway, praying a lot that goodness will prevail in this instance as
well as the many other 'uglies' we face.
My question: t. I'm thinking it may prevent the destruction of
some lives - preventing even one would be worth theThere are
numerous injection sites popping up in my rural area. I would like
to post on public bulletin boards this Family Financial Due
Diligence Form or something similar to in effort.
If your staff does not have the time to adjust the online version to
a physical version, would you grant me permission to do so? And
if yes, would you wish me to include a link to your site or just leave
the source off the document?
Please advise when you have a moment. Thank you for all you do;
I can not fully express how much it is appreciated.
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Blessings and Love to you and your staff,

Comments:
Can't wait to see the 2025 Spars plandemic that John Hopkins,
Bloomberg and bankers have planned.
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/sparspandemic-2025-echo-chambers-vaccine-opposition/
Boom bust coming. New "deadly" (brain dead) Covid will hit just
before next bust so they can blame it, not the fed or fiscal. Extend
and pretend. 2 steps backward and 1 forward then 2 back again.
Question:
Hi Catherine,
Exodus 33:13 “N ow therefore, I pray thee, if I have found grace
in thy sight, shew me now thy way, that I may know thee, that I
may find grace in thy sight: and consider that this nation is thy
people.”
My question for this week: How do Government Pensions fit into
The Going Direct Reset?
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I am currently receiving a disability support pension from the
Australian Government. It is a material amount which sustains my
all-in living costs (AUD$20k tax free). It is not subject to assets or
income testing because I have a permanent disability. The pension,
as it stands, also allows unlimited portability (I can live anywhere in
the world for as long as I want, and I still get paid the full amount).
I assume this will be paid via the going direct system when the
RBA comes out with their Digital Aussie Dollar Crypto Control
System. Given the government has huge amounts of information
on me (my passport, birth certificate, health history, genetics via
DNA sequencing saliva samples, home address and contact
information, and so on), Should I prepare for not receiving this tax
free income in the future so I am not under their control system?
Do you believe they would link vaccination records to the
requirements of this payment?
Do you think I would need to give up more of my freedom to
continue to receive this payment once going direct is implemented
in Aus.?
If I cancel this payment, it is relatively difficult to apply for it
again, requiring another medical specialist assessment and an
interview etc… and if it is approved it may be subject to more
criteria like portability reductions.
I want to be as independent from the government as possible, so I
am willing to give up this payment if my sovereignty, freedom, or
health are in question.
Thanks in advance Catherine,
You are truly a blessing and am very grateful for your wisdom.
Heart Blessings,
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Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I’m forwarding this to you so you can see the pressure being
placed on Midshipmen to take the jab.
The Naval Academy will have a COVID vaccination shot for the
Midshipmen this Thursday...the Midshipmen are currently on
lockdown (cannot leave their rooms except to go to the
bathroom).
But they were told that if 85% of them get the shot, they will have
immediate liberty (ability to leave the yard on weekends). If they
don't have the numbers, everyone has to stay on lockdown for the
remainder of the semester (May 28).
Pushing the Moderna shot before the J&J is available.
Question:
Hi Catherine,
Your investment overview last week was helpful. Obviously it’s
US-centric.
To what extent do you believe these comments apply in other
countries such as Australia?
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The Going Direct Reset article by John Titus is also US-centric. To
what extent do you think this will affect other countries?
Thanks, Queensland, Australia.

Question:
Hello Catherine,
I know your time is limited. I did want to run this 'poster' version
by you before I started putting it up in public spaces. I did not
change any of your content wording (just limited it) and added a
smidge at the very top and bottom of the document. (attached
pdf)
Please let me know what, if anything, you would like me to change
when you have a moment. Thank you so very much.
Also, a piece of related information has been brought to my
attention. I've just learned that at least one business in my area
(Fresno County, CA) has offered $300 incentives to their
employees for getting the injection. This information comes to me
from a person I know whose family members (3) accepted the
$300 and took the injection. These people are Latino working in
low wage jobs. Heartbreaking.
Just thought you'd like to know.
Blessings and Love to you,
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https://mail.solari.com:8000/ajax/actions.hsp?
_h=369a2d4fd8d22d0dd6954dc213ec6d33&action=viewattachme
nt&mid=1274&fid=16779331_77005&attid=0
Question:
Dear Catherine,
I just had this very disturbing and creepy thought coming up in my
mind:
What if these injections will not be just one time events but, let’s
say, through new developments (“bad mutations”) people with
previous injections maybe asked to accept annual or bi-annual
injections as refreshments (I would call them “system upgrades”)
and the ones refusing to do so (“through awakening”) will literally
be killed since the cells, the body will have become completely
dependent on these injections and the corresponing upgrades. Or,
in general, people could get killed or impaired through “backdoor
system modifications” or EMF bursts. This would be a truly
enslavement system. Any thoughts?
Thanks
I heard there is already talk about “refreshments” and ongoing
“vaccinations”.
Comment:
As a new subscriber I find all this fascinating and frightening at the
same time. I have watched your interviews regarding the “going
direct” push by Central Bankers/elites and I completely agree that
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“Mr. Globalist” is trying to push the USA towards a cashless
society such that the technocrats will then have total control of
humanity. Please review patent # WO2020-060606-AI. A
cryptocurrency biometric system. Note who holds the patent…
Microsoft (Bill Gates). Note the patent #. Mark of the beast. Their
evil scheme is coming to light very quickly. God Bless you for your
assistance in exposing it. https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/
detail.jsf ?docId=WO2020060606
Question:
Dear Catherine, dear All,
I have noticed the urgency among politicians and mass media in
Germany with which they urge the general public to take the
injections (I don’t call them vaccines just like you). You can either
read and listen to the statements directly or between the lines. Do
you have any idea why the need for this urgency? I was wondering
if the Central Bankers would still have a few more years down the
road with the existing monetary system but it appears to me that
they may run out of time and they push for the implementation
for the new crypto based system. What do you think about it?
Thank you so much,
By the way, I have spent 2 1/2 years in South Dakota while going
to university. I love the state and like the idea that they still enjoy
most freedom there. I noticed you mentioning South Dakota e few
times recently.
CAF Notes & Links:
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Health
Question:
Hello Catherine,
Currently the NIH is recommending that moistened masks with
filter viral particles from the air and reduce the symptoms or
reduce the chance of contracting COVID.
At first I thought this was a joke. It couldn’t possibly be true.
I went to the NIH site and put masks Into the search engine.
There is in fact an article recommending this and links at the
bottom to others as well.
The articles are written in such a way that the layperson will surely
give up and take this information to be true.
It may as well be written in Pig Latin.
NO! NO! NO!
This can not be any further from the truth!
Fauci wrote an article back in 2007 about The Spanish Flu and
deaths.
The lungs of the deceased were studied and these poor souls died
from secondary bacterial pneumonia and not the viral infection.
They wore masks.
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The lungs were pressed with wax and examined.
The organisms present that inhabit the nasal passages and
esophagus, and they made their way down into the lungs and
proliferated.
Anyone who has taken an Anatomy and Physiology course knows
the Respiratory system excretes waste and moisture through
insensible loss from the breath.
If someone is sick, the viral particles and bacteria will not be
excreted by this system and be rebreathed and this will overwhelm
the immune system and people will die.
I am sure the article will disappear. However, how many will take
this information and share it with others?
I am shocked, dismayed and horrified at the blatant evil to
misguide the masses.
Walk them down the Plank!
Signed a concerned Nurse and Citizen,

CAF Notes & Links:
Local Gatherings
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Comment:
Hello Catherine.
Thanks for flying into my cards yesterday. Twitter, interview, Dr.
Reiner Fuellmich. Did study you 2 both more deep. Tried to find
contact possibility of you. Clever that you hide it away inside a
document. I can imagine it will be necessarry.
Trying to absorb all of The State of our Currencies. Lots to study
though. And to write.
Got already a lot of information from my Journey before. As a
social worker in the field- Street Corner Worker, Home corner
worker and Institute Square Worker- much more, but see the
Stairs, i got too fast in reading managements when i had to let
survive a group again 1 more day. Started my own business and
when i got the Mission accomplished , i did let it go again.
So, my entrance is coming more from ´the architecture out of
thinking(the river!)´, politics, psychology and state management. I
played football mid-mid.
Most, i learned of transforming ´life´ inside of the bombed city of
Rotterdam. That is where i did live for 35 years. Amsterdam &
Rotterdam are energetically very connected, i know both cities and
cultures, i understand the misunderstanding between the two(of
the people). To make bridges.
There is a lot of work to do.
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From my transformation study on Rotterdam i made a tool in
1999- i think it is unique to make every household a businessspecially in this time of the blockchain. How faster we are(the
people) how more stable we can give direction towards the
outcome. I dare not to open up- really- with my tool- i need to feel
it is protected by a kind of copyright, and i really do not know how
that works. But i do not want to let an idea stolen of me again.
I look forward towards a possibility in having a more close
conversation with you, if we are able to synchronize or fuse some.
Living in the source of the base towards 1st sovereignity of the
beginnings of an independent dutch nation, i am just 4 hours
flying away, but too far at the moment to make it practical.
Btw nobody in the Netherlands do know about this part of the
history of their own nation they live in.
And, i am rather surprised that i did land here 10 years ago,
because i had to leave my country and then i discovered this by
accident.
That your voice was coming out of Amsterdam, made it fitting
very strong as well btw, i would love to give you the details.
Only when you have Space & Time.
JigSaw Puzzles can be Multi-dimensional sometimes.
Greetings
CAF Notes & Links:
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Recommended Links
Comment:
Reasons why I think you will be interested in spending the time to
watch Alison McDowell at a private meeting near SLC last month:
She is from Philadelphia.
She is a gatherer of information and an activist, so no money
backing her.
She thinks of this for herself and all of us as a spiritual quest.
She pulls together a lot of desperate information to show that
transhumanism is taking over our children, especially through
social impact investing.
She is able to present pretty complicated information in ways that
any educated person can understand.
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://
www.youtube.com/embed/m7a3HGbw9bo" frameborder="0"
allow="accelerometer; autoplay; clipboard-write; encrypted-media;
gyroscope; picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe>
Comment:
Hello Catherine -
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hope this finds you well. I'm sending along this link for movie
titled American R/Evolution narrated by David Martin for your
consideration. I think you might enjoy. An interesting perspective
of historical action/templates on our American experiment from
beginning up current. I found it powerful for We the People.
https://www.davidmartin.world/american-r-evolution/
This movie had the same impact on me as I frequently have after
listening/reading something you do. The realization that what I
thought I knew and believed turns out to not be true at all. I
frequently walk around the house after one of these experiences
saying "I don't know anything". It's been quite an exciting
adventure to challenge the
old and rebuild the new. And you've been part of this process for
me. I sincerely thank you for the constant tickling of my brain
synapses and expanding my universe.
Question:
Hi Catherine,
I heard on the S report recently that if you are going to get books,
you better get them now. Since I am new to the report and haven't
yet seen anything about a book list, I would like to know if you
already have a book list somewhere? Or, if there was not one,
could you provide one.
Thank you
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Comment:
Catherine of your work with John Titus recently and Alasdair
Macleod and Pam Martens are immensely helping me stay out of
financial harms way. Thank you.
The JPM link below is pretty good. Together made me really
think:
Problem - Reaction - Solution.
When the Fed Wire system went down on Feb. 24, was that
JPM refusing to lend to its Primary Dealer brethren forcing a
massive run to the NY Fed PDCF? Was NY Fed
overwhelmed and/or refusing to extend credit? Could the
Primary Dealers and Broker Dealers be posting street name
securities of their customers as collateral in the NY PDCF
program?
https://am.jpmorgan.com/sg/en/asset-management/liq/insights/
liquidity-insights/updates/a-federal-reserve-announcementprovides-temporary-relief-to-banks-on-leverage-and-capitaladequacy/
"The formula SLR = (tier 1 capital)/(total leverage exposure).
The minimum SLR is 5% for “global systemically important
banks” (GSIB). If a GSIB’s SLR is below 5%, the Fed will put
restrictions on its ability to make capital distributions to equity
shareholders, and restrict discretionary bonuses to bank
employees."
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The total leverage exposure is the combination of a bank’s onbalance sheet and off-balance sheet assets." Since April 1, 2020
(April fools), with the SLR exemption, this change reduced the
denominator in the SLR calculation. It did so
by temporarily excluding not just USTs but also Fed deposits
which combine total approximately $4.4T. That temporarily
increased the banks’ SLR. With more capacity in the SLR, it
increased the banks’ ability to take risk and expand their assets.
If on March 31st this SLR exemption expires, by my
estimation some 5% of $4.4T in Tier 1 Capital needs to be
raised. Or some enormous deleveraging that is unthinkable.
Without extending SLR relief the huge looming deposit inflow to
commercial banks from the $1.9T covid stimulus and the $1T +
reduction in Treasury deposits at the Fed will enormously increase
the denominator in the SLR calculation and therefore lower the
SLR. Negative deposit rates as Alasdair says would be needed to
discourage institutional and retail deposits because the banking
system’s ability to take on more customer deposits would be nil
unless they sold risky assets.
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/
monetary20200317b1.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h41/current/h41.htm
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https://www.thebalance.com/who-owns-the-u-s-nationaldebt-3306124
Question:
In your interview with Gemma, you mention the book _The
Battle for
Humanity_, is this the correct title? Is the author David
O'Hagan? I
can't find this publication, so I am not sure where to obtain it or if
I
got the information correctly.
Thanks
Question:
Subject: Spectrum Analyzer
From your interview with Adam (?last name) is there one of these
we can use to determine if our TV is using entrainment or
anything thing in our home. If so which one should I buy?
Comment:
Dear Catherine
In last week’s Friday’s M&M, you said that you were looking for
Asimov’s ‘Foundation Trilogy’ but were having difficulties with the
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delivery. I found a PDF version for you which I hope you can
enjoy in the event you cannot get the actual books.
https://ia800602.us.archive.org/25/items/
AsimovTheFoundation_201705/Asimov_the_foundation.pdf
Regards
s
CAF Notes & Links:
Shadow Work
Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
Take Action
Question:
Greetings Catherine!
Recently, a colleague introduced me to your work. As I read the
Solari
Report and watched your videos, it became clear that you are a
woman of
remarkable courage. You have not only dared to look under the
rock, but
you have then made it your business to report what you see there.
We
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appreciate your clarity about how the existing global economic
system is
serving the rich and powerful at the expense of life and to the
detriment of the divine.
As I dove more deeply into your experience, I was once more
saddened by
the inhuman plans and strategies being put in place around the
world.
But then, I was sparked by your thoughts on how we might
respond.
We are in nothing less than a spiritual war. It’s one in which we
must
display the fruit of the Holy Spirit, while remaining wily as a
serpent
and gentle as a dove.
In spending time with your assessment and ideas for responding, I
have
become convinced that you and I are being led by that same Spirit.
It is time – immediately! - for those of us who see what’s
happening to
find ways to coordinate our response on a GLOBAL SCALE. He
has been at
work for decades in many of us, building pieces of His solution. I
believe His solution will emerge, and be emergent, as we come
together
and follow His Spirit.
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You ended your recent interview with John Titus with the
following
question: “How are we going to return money creation and money
circulation to a responsible function that is decentralized?”
Over the last year many of us from North and South America,
Europe and
Africa have come together to address that very question. Via
Catalyst,
the company we founded, these extraordinary individuals and the
organizations they represent have come together to ignite the
development of a process that captures large scale and small scale
capital flows for the communities.
This capture creates local ownership and control of physical,
digital
and financial assets. We believe there are limitless possibilities for
shared abundance provided by such local control. We call the
process
Sovereign Wealth Creation.
The key components of Sovereign Wealth Creation are:
- To avoid collective/individual duality by casting the widespread
desire for economic self determination as what it is: the largest
unmet
market demand for financial services and capital in the history of
civilization. We will invite everyone, from Wall Street to Main
Street,
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to join us in meeting that demand.
- To create the appropriate financial instruments to channel the
flow of
capital into locally controlled infrastructure.
- To create a Sovereignty Index to delineate, measure and rate
every
investment’s contributions to local sovereignty.
- To create a digital platform which will integrate ethical
principles
and protocols, the foremost of which will be transparency, into
our
systems. Through enhanced nodal cyber security we are returning
to
communities throughout the world the ability to monitor, control
and
assure the probity of their financial and data flows.
- To incorporate local infrastructure and its data into local/
regional
market ecosystems that control the sharing of their ecosystem data
and
can realize economies to scale in the purchasing of goods and
services,
as well as the marketing of consumer data.
- To integrate these self governing market ecosystems on a
regional,
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national and global scale to facilitate collaboration, mutual support
and protection.
- To create and issue local currencies based on local income and
assets,
and to then establish a global exchange for the currencies.
- To create a peoples’ intelligence and media platform which
invites
differing perceptions and interpretations of regional and global
challenges/opportunities in an axiomatic context resulting in
designs
and execution of specific actions to resolve such challenges.
- To build all of this in an emergent process that invites others in
to
share their divergent perspectives and contributions to local and
global
solutions.
Albert Einstein said that our right brain, metaphoric mind was a
sacred
gift, and that our left brain, rational mind, was its faithful servant.
He added that in modern society, the servant has come to
dominate its
master. We intend to re-establish the mastery of our synthesizing
right
brain and its connection to the Divine, so that it may then enlist
the
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magnificent powers of our analyzing left brain. Humankind’s
survival
depends on regaining this balance between animus and anima.
By playing joyfully as we live the above, we intend to heal the
trauma
we have all experienced – so that we may dance into the future
together!
It’s my sense that our vision coincides with yours. If you agree, we
would like to discuss the possibility of our joining together as
co-creators of the immediate manifestation of the vision.
What is your earliest availability for us to meet and discuss such a
collaboration?
Blessings,

Question:
Dear Catherine,
The question I have for you is related to mathematics and your
regular statements that mathematics is key to our education.
Mathematical literacy will pay dividends to each of us in the
modern world.
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Although I agree with this in premise, I don’t have your
perspective totally, so you perhaps see the significance more than I
do.
Please can you elaborate on your position regarding the need for
mathematical literacy? What types of mathematical skills are you
emphasising?
Kind regards

Question:
I heard your response to the question on Costa Rica. I was there
years ago and visited the mountains rather than the beaches. Every
home had bars on the windows, there was 3 feet of barbed wire on
top of a fence surrounding the car rental and there was an armed
guard in bulletproof vest at the hotel. Theft is NOT illegal there.
Many are armed and we knew if we moved there we would need
to be willing to shoot someone and possibly kill them. The
Nicaraguans Come into CR and are bandits. At least that was how
it was when we were there, we think 2006.
I have some questions regarding your comments about a nomadic
way of life. What do you mean by that exactly? Do you rent where
you live rather than own? Is renting a better option than home
ownership with a mortgage? We have silver but what will we buy
with it? It is legal tender only for face value so when the banks
collapse how do we turn silver into usable currency?
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Where did you put assets that could not be seized?
My husband and I lived in SW Virginia in a great home with 10
acres that he managed. He is now 81 and just completed 15
months of cancer treatment so we had to move B/c he could not
manage the property and I still work full time. We moved to a rural
area west of Winchester VA but not as rural as before, we can’t
shoot guns in our backyard. We had high hopes of growing our
own food and raising our own chickens etc but were unable to pull
any of that off in the 7 years we lived there, we just did not know
enough . We also wanted to rent pasture land but I never had the
capital to buy it or the know how to find farmers to rent to. It is
not straightforward bc you need water sources etc. So what we
learned is how hard it really is to do all that for us city slickers.
Now our health and age is an issue. I am 67, he is still very weak
from cancer treatment so everything falls on me. So the question
is where to begin now? I understand the basics, low expenses and
get out of debt. I do not have any where close to enough money
to retire. Thank you for your insights.
Question:
Hi Catherine,
I sent an email to Alfie. I wanted to join and help spread the word.
The email could not be delivered. Have you heard anything about
his Business Owners for Liberty? I assume that he might have
gotten some negative emails, but he seemed like he handle them.
It would be a shame if his efforts have been derailed.
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Regards,
CAF Notes & Links
Who is Mr. Global?

I subscribed to Solari Report after listening to your interview with
Richard Andrew Grove on GTW.
I wanted to post my comments on your webpage, but I don't want
to use my real name, because what I'm writing you is some serious
material. Is there anyway to post to 'Subscriber's Input' under a
pseudonym?
Re: your discussion of 'who is Mr. Global?' I think there is a strong
case to be made it's Dick Cheney. Why? It starts, and ends, with
9/11.
He unflinchingly seized control of the USGov response on the
morning of 9/11, as if his role had been predetermined. He
immediately made the PEOC his personal command center, and
nobody questioned his authority to do so.
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For 28 minutes, Cheney was in an underground tunnel, and
unreachable, between 9:37-9:55 am. This coincides perfectly with
the timing of when flight 93 was hijacked, and when it crashed in
Shanksville. He told Norm Mineta "of course the orders still
stand." ('orders' were either to have an F16 shoot down UAL 93,
or not).
Cheney had to disappear for that period of time because flight 93
was delayed on the tarmac at Newark for 44 minutes. That threw a
big wrench into the plans. (I think it was intended to hit WTC7,
but that airspace had been sealed off, so Cheney had to call an
audible.)
After effectively declaring himself to be 'in charge' on that day,
Cheney continued to run the USGov from his underground
bunker at Raven Rock. He did this for the next 90 days, with a
staff of 100, as he put the finishing touches on the Patriot Act.
The fact that nobody questioned his authority speaks volumes.
Either they were all afraid of him, or it was already known and
accepted, that he was the de facto Commander-in-Chief, and W
was just the 'front man.'
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Peter Dale Scott has linked Dick Cheney to Continuity of
Government:
"It is certain that the COG emergency network program survived
[Ollie] North’s demise, and continued to be secretly developed for
decades, at a cost of billions, and overseen by a team including
Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld. It is relevant that the two
men’s presence on the committee spanned three administrations –
those of Reagan, Bush I, and Clinton — even though at one point
under Clinton neither man held a position inside the U.S.
government. Such continuity was essential for a group so secret
that few records existed of its activities. And on 9/11 COG plans
were officially implemented for the first time, by Vice President
Cheney and Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, the two men who had
planned them for so many years."(7)
(7) James Bamford, A Pretext for War: 9/11, Iraq, and the abuse
of America’s intelligence agencies (New York: Doubleday, 2004),
71-81
The Hidden Government Group Linking JFK, Watergate, IranContra and 9/11
https://whowhatwhy.org/2014/10/05/the-hidden-governmentgroup-linking-jfk-watergate-iran-contra-and-911/
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Classic Who: Dick Cheney’s Secret 9/11 Operation WhoWhatWhy
https://whowhatwhy.org/2016/09/09/classic-dick-cheneyssecret-911-operation/

Those who planned and executed the false flag attack on 9/11/01
believed that a new 'Pearl Harbor' was needed to justify a big jump
in defense spending, AND, how to identify and 'suicide' the next
Danny Casolaro / Gary Webb BEFORE they reveal state secrets.
Those who planned and executed the false flag attack on 9/11/01
used fear to achieve their goals. It was, and still is, a massive psyop, to make us behave irrationally, to give up our rights, and to
support a huge transfer of wealth to the top 1%, via big increases
in defense spending. Sound familiar?
COG went into effect in 9/11; it no longer needs a nuclear attack
to trigger its invocation
Cheney developed COG. COG supplanted the constitution:
--warrantless wiretaps & suspension of habeas corpus
--9/11 was used to justify creating USNORTHCOM, a standing
Army inside the US that could be used to shutdown protests, and
impose martial law
--9/11 was used to justify spending billions on creating biological
weapons, allegedly for defensive purposes
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Now, Dick Cheney, the ring leader, and his co-conspirators {Bibi
Netanyahu, Rudy Giuliani, the Mossad, the CIA, some in the Saudi
Royal Family and some higher ups in China's Govt.} are feeling
the heat, as the 9/11 truth movement has reached a critical mass.
The perpetrators must now be feeling like some of their victims,
trapped on the upper floors of the Twin Towers that morning.
Poetic justice, yes, but not criminal justice.
When the most powerful people feel backed into a corner,
suddenly the world feels upside-down, for everyone.
We know for a fact SARS-CoV-2 was made in a lab, most likely at
UNC. We know from Whitney Webb's article, that Dick Cheney
was very much interested in biological weapons, like anthrax.
All Roads Lead To Dark Winter
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-news/all-roadslead-dark-winter/
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So, taken as a whole, this is why I think Dick Cheney is Mr.
Global.
Who else could, or would, sacrifice a few thousand, a few hundred
thousand, or 2.5 million innocent lives, so that Exxon, Microsoft,
& Lockheed-Martin can divide up whatever's left of the world's
natural resources? Someone who's done it before, and gotten away
with it.
Who else could, or would, bribe, blackmail, and intimidate the
media, the governments, and the medical establishment, of almost
the entire world? Again, experience is key. (WMDs in Iraq?)
Has the US media ever questioned the 'official version' of 9/11,
even though Cheney has contradicted himself ? No. The 'truth'
flows from him, down, to the rest of us. 'Ours is not to reason
why...'

Does it matter? The Lawyers' Committee for 9/11 Inquiry is
methodically pushing ahead. They are organized, and determined.
This explains why the Great Reset is being rushed. They aren't
ready. As you've said, Catherine, it WILL fail. The technology isn't
there to put us all on blockchain.
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I believe they're still planning to destroy the economy, as soon as
they have enough vaccines for every adult in the US (end of May.)
Notice how Biden is quickly ramping up J&J's shot, because the
mRNA vaccines were killing too many seniors!
Here's how we might be able to derail the plot, and save millions
of lives, and livelihoods:
1. tell everyone to skip the covid vaccines -- this buys time for
#3
2. tell everyone ivermectin cures covid; vitamin D prevents it -saves lives, buys time
see https://
covid19criticalcare.com/
3. support Lawyers' Committee for 9/11 Inquiry | Integrity,
Accountability & Transparency -- https://
www.lawyerscommitteefor9-11inquiry.org/
4. support every other independent journalist or group who's
fighting to expose the truth -- Dr. Mercola, Childrens Health
Defense Fund, TLAV, Whitney Webb, Alison McDowell, Ice
Age Farmer, et al
I'd love to know your thoughts, but more importantly, if you think
I'm on to something, help me spread the word!

Conclusion:
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Question:
CAF Notes & Links
Additional Resources
Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input
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